Abstract: The learning model has an influence on the success of achieving learning objectives. One of the learning models that can improve the skills of students is the RADEC learning model. The syntax contained in the RADEC learning model can help learner-centered learning, namely Read, Answer, Discuss, Explain and Create (RADEC). Currently, collaboration is one of the learning activities that are very popular with students, where currently collaboration skills are found in the 4C skills of the 21st century, however, there are still many students who are still passive in collaborative learning activities. Science and Technology is one of the lessons in the current independent curriculum. This research aims to improve collaboration skills in students using the RADEC learning model. This research uses a classroom action research (PTK) model which is carried out in two cycles consisting of four stages starting from planning, action, observation and reflection. The implementation of learning in this research was carried out using the syntax contained in the RADEC learning model. The selection of research subjects was carried out through purposive sampling techniques and the research subjects in this study were class IV B students with a total of 32 students. Data collection techniques in research are observation and interviews. The results of this research showed an increase from the implementation of cycle I, namely at meeting one and meeting 2 there was an increase of 6.6% and in cycle 2 at meeting 1 and meeting 2 there was an increase of 13.34%. Based on the results of this research, it can be seen that implementing learning using the RADEC learning model can improve students' collaboration skills in science learning. Based on the research that has been done, it can be said that the RADEC learning model can improve student collaboration skills in the learning process which is marked by the fulfillment of collaboration skill indicators by students.
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Introduction

At this time the 21st century continues, which is closely related to technology. Technology innovates continuously to make work easier. According to Lestyaningrum, et al [1], technological innovation causes concern for humans, this is because human work can be replaced with technology that is currently developing, one of which is robots [1]. To avoid such things, each individual needs skills. These skills become a stronghold for every individual in facing current developments, one of which is in the 21st century [2].

This is reinforced by Kivunjav's opinion, which states that every human being needs skills to be able to compete in the development of the 21st century [3]. These skills are often referred to as the 4Cs, which consist of critical thinking skills, creativity thinking skills, and communication skills and collaboration skills. Collaboration in the learning process is a form of collaboration with one another helping and complementing each other to perform certain tasks in order to achieve a predetermined goal [4]. Based on this, every individual must be able to master at least one skill in dealing with developments in the 21st century which are very closely related to technology, one of which is in the field of education.

Teaching and learning activities or often known as the learning process. Learning is carried out by involving teachers, students and learning resources which can increase interaction in the learning process so that learning objectives can be achieved [5]. During the learning process, to achieve learning objectives, it is necessary to have a learning plan. According to Syaparuddin, Meldianus & Elihami [6] said that a learning plan or learning steps must be prepared by the teacher when carrying out the learning process so that it takes place effectively. The learning plan created does not only focus on the teacher but more on the role of students who are actively involved in the learning process [6]. Therefore, it is important for a teacher to prepare a learning plan, so that the learning process can run effectively and efficiently so as to achieve learning goals.

In learning planning there are several important components, one of which is the learning model [7]. The learning model can be used as a reference for teachers in selecting and also preparing a form of learning process that is adapted to the characteristics and needs of students to achieve learning goals [8].

In elementary schools there is one subject, namely science or often called science, while in the independent curriculum it is known as science but has the same concepts and principles in studying science for students. Science learning is learning about everything that exists in the environment around human life, so that science learning is considered fun and easy for students to understand [9]. Learning science and science related to everyday life...
requires teachers to be able to create a contextual learning process so that students can easily accept the learning delivered by the teacher because not only theoretical aspects can be obtained but they can also know the real causes of events or events. events in everyday life [10]. The learning method that teachers usually use in the science learning process is the contextual learning method, making it easier for teachers and students to achieve learning goals.

The implementation of science and science learning in the classroom must be able to build an active learning atmosphere that supports improving the thinking, discussion and question and answer processes of students. Furthermore, science learning is attempted to improve the ability to understand concepts in science learning for students [11]. Through this contextual approach, students will learn better and more meaningfully if students discover and experience for themselves what they are learning, not just knowing [16]. Contextual learning in the classroom regarding energy changes material, namely when the teacher brings batteries and light bulbs that are assembled and sees changes in energy from chemicals that come from batteries and light that comes out of lamps, so that with this activity students know energy changes directly.

The causes of students' low skills in collaborating in the learning process are learning activities that are less interesting for students so that students get bored easily and also a lack of involving students in the learning process such as problem solving, especially in learning Changes in Energy Forms [17]. In this way, researchers try to use a learning model that is appropriate for science learning, especially in science learning about changes in forms of energy [18]. Therefore, through this research, researchers tried to use the RADEC learning model to see whether this learning model could improve students' communication and collaboration skills in accordance with the 4C skills in 21st century education.

Based on the results of research that has been carried out, the researcher has several alternative learning models that can be used to solve emerging problems that can be used to solve problems regarding communication and collaboration skills in class IV B students. These alternatives are based on the results of research that has been carried out by previous researchers and an investigation into the advantages of learning models [19]. Alternative learning models are the TGT (teams games tournaments) type cooperative learning model, talking stick learning model, time token learning model and RADEC learning model. After the researcher studied the advantages and disadvantages of these models and looked at the characteristics of the models and the problems of students in class IV B of SD Negeri 34/I Teratai where students were less active in the learning process and learning was not centered on students, the researcher concluded that The RADEC learning model is the right solution because it has many advantages, one of which is that it can improve students' skills in expressing opinions both orally and in writing and is in accordance with the characteristics of students.

The varied learning model can be adapted to the conditions in the classroom. One learning model that can be used is the RADEC learning model. The RADEC learning model has the basic principle of being able to increase the potential and abilities of more qualified students independently regarding insight, knowledge and skills [20]. The RADEC learning model is a new idea in the world of education that hopes for 21st century achievements in developing character and also improving students' creative and innovative thinking abilities.

Based on the background description above, researchers will improve 4C abilities, especially in student collaboration skills in science subjects, energy transformation materials with PTK research, so that using the RADEC learning model can make it easier for teachers and students in the learning process and then the planned learning objectives can be achieved. achieved. The research taken by this researcher was entitled "Improving Student Collaboration Skills Using the RADEC Model in Class IV Natural Science Elementary School."

Research Methods

This research uses the type of classroom action research (PTK). Class action research means research is an approach to actual problems and the occurrence of changes in the learning process faced by the field. This research was carried out in class IV B at SD Negeri 34/I Muara Bulian which was carried out in the odd semester 2023/2024 with a total of 32 students with relatively low collaboration skills. The research material object is science learning on energy transformation of materials.

The procedure in this research is classroom action research (PTK) which consists of 2 cycles with each cycle consisting of four stages, starting from planning, implementing actions, observing and then reflecting to find out changes or improvements in the actions given.

The implementation of each cycle can be described, namely, the planning stage of this research was carried out in two cycles. Each cycle is held twice. The learning actions carried out in each cycle are adjusted to the learning implementation plan. Implementation of science and technology learning using the RADEC Learning Model in class VI SDN 34/I Teratai with a total of 32 students. The implementation of this classroom action research went through four stages, namely, the planning stage, the implementation stage, the observation stage, and the reflection stage. After going through these stages, data was obtained related to the aim of this research, namely to improve students' communication and collaboration skills using the RADEC Learning Model in class VI SDN 34/I Teratai. At the planning stage, the researcher as well as the implementer of the action and also observers, namely colleagues, prepare a plan that will be implemented. The activities carried out at this stage include the following: At this stage several activities are carried out, namely preparing teacher books and student books, preparing lesson plans (RPP), making observation sheets, making pre-learning questions, student worksheets (STUDENT WORKSHEET) and student evaluation question sheets. At this stage there are also several activities that are carried out, namely first determining the material that will be taken, while the material taken is changing energy. Then the implementation learning plan (RPP) is also included and also adjusted to the learning model that will be used during the learning process, namely the RADEC learning model. Then the researcher also prepared relevant material from several references to support learning activities. The author
prepares an observation sheet. At this stage there are several activities, including the researcher first adjusting the observation sheet made with the indicators that have been made previously. Student activity observation sheet, this sheet contains scores that will be filled in according to the aspects that will be assessed at meeting 1 and meeting 2. Apart from that, the author also created an implementation instrument for the RADEC model. Prepare pre-learning questions and student worksheets (STUDENT WORKSHEET). At this stage the researcher also makes student worksheets (STUDENT WORKSHEET) according to the material. At this stage, the researcher prepares a test sheet that will be used at the second meeting or at the end of the cycle. The test question sheet contains questions regarding the material that has been presented to see the success of student learning.

Implementation of Actions At this stage the researcher carries out actions in accordance with the plans that have been prepared previously, because the plans are a guideline for implementing the actions that will be carried out. The implementation of research actions was carried out in two action-giving meetings, each meeting contained steps in the learning process activities and also gave evaluation questions at the end of cycle I to assess student learning outcomes during the learning process with material on energy changes. In cycle II, where the syntax is explained, Read: Students read textbooks from both student books in the reduced curriculum and other sources (the internet) at home about generative plant reproduction, Answer: Students answer the pre-learning questions that have been given previously by the teacher, In the beginning of the lesson the teacher greets the students and answers the greetings. Next, the teacher asked the class leader to lead a prayer together before the lesson started. The teacher checks the students' attendance. The teacher explains the stages of the RADEC learning model. Next, the teacher opens the lesson and informs about the material that will be taught, followed by apperception through questions and answers related to what will be taught to explore students' knowledge and after that the teacher conveys the learning objectives, d) Discuss Students determine their own groups and are asked to sit according to their respective groups. Students work on STUDENT WORKSHEET learning concepts in groups. Students work on tasks that are basically the same as the tasks in the pre-learning questions. Students discuss group answers and agree on the answers, then put it in the STUDENT WORKSHEET. e) Explain Students representing each group are asked to present the results of their discussion. Students from other groups are asked to pay attention to what is being presented and can provide suggestions and questions to the presenting group, f) Closing The teacher asks students to conclude the results of the lesson they have studied together. -sama, then the teacher provides reinforcement in the form of conclusions from the results of the learning that has been implemented. Students are given the opportunity to ask questions if there is something they do not understand about the material they have studied. The teacher delivers the assignment to learn a new chapter and asks students to answer pre-learning questions at home. Before going home the teacher and students pray together and the teacher greets the students.

Observations of communication and collaboration skills were carried out by observers using observation sheets. The results of observations at the second meeting of cycle I showed that several students experienced an increase in their learning activity. This can be seen from the results of observations on the student communication and collaboration skills observation sheet. The following are the results of observations of learning activity seen by each indicator and each student as well as observation data on learning implementation using the RADEC model.

Reflections carried out by researchers and observers on the learning process using the RADEC model. This is based on the results of implementing actions and observations at the first and second meetings in cycle I to determine actions in cycle II. Reflection is carried out using an observation sheet. After the researchers obtained data obtained from implementation and observation activities, it was discovered that the results of student activity in cycle I were in the quite active category. Based on the reflections carried out by researchers and observers to improve communication and collaboration skills in cycle II, in the future the researcher will take the following actions: 1) Revise the Teaching Module, by adding supporting activities and the researcher will also use power point media or learning videos It is hoped that students will more easily understand the material. 2) In groups, it is recommended that there be a division of tasks so that all students work to complete their tasks individually. 3) Students are invited to get closer to the teacher by eliminating the distance that exists between the teacher and students. Teachers provide motivation so that students dare to express opinions or express their ideas to grow students' self-confidence by providing rewards in the form of praise for active students. 4) Enthusiasm in fostering student interest and motivation so that students become enthusiastic and enthusiastic in learning, namely by doing ice breaking and singing songs related to the material. The songs sung are usually the composition that students usually hear but the lyrics are adapted to the material. 5) Encourage groups to be united in performing their tasks by holding a most compact group competition. 6) Give rewards in the form of stationery to the best and most compact groups so that students are motivated again to complete their group assignments.

Results and Discussion

Cycle I

In the implementation of cycle 1, 2 meetings were held with a time allocation of 2x35 minutes (2 lesson hours) starting with the following stages:

Planning stage

At the time of carrying out this research, the researcher was directly involved in the research process. Cycle 1 action planning begins with researchers and Class teachers discuss determining research time. On stages This a number of activities Which is done that is preparing teacher books and student books, compiling learning tools such as Teaching Modules, make observation sheets, make pre-learning questions, Work participant education (STUDENT WORKSHEET) sheets and assessment
The learning steps are in accordance with the syntax contained in the science and science learning process using the RADEC learning model, namely: 1) Read in the first stage where students read the science and science textbook or reading sources that are appropriate to the teaching material 2) Answer in the second stage where students ask questions. answer with the teacher regarding the reading that is read. 3) Discussion at this stage where students are divided into several groups to work on STUDENT WORKSHEET that has been prepared by the teacher in collaboration with group friends who are randomly assigned by the teacher heterogeneously. 4) Explain at this stageafter all groups have finished working on the STUDENT WORKSHEET, the teacher asks each group To proceed convey results of the discussion Which started from The group that completes the discussion task first. But when group 1 was asked to come forward they didn't believe it themselves and don't understand how to convey the results of the discussion so that the teacher didn't request group 2 Which proceed moreover previously Then continued group 3, 4, 5 And 1. During appearance results discussion, each group listening group Which proceeds while matching answer group with their answers. Each group finishes displaying the results. In the discussion, the teacher invites students to give appreciation in the form of applause and also give praise. On activity closing, Teacher together participant educate do reflect regarding what has been learned and summarizing the results of the discussion This has been done, which is one of the points in the RADEC model, namely Create .

**Observation stage**

Activity observation on cycle I done To know enhance collaboration skills participant educate with use RADEC learning model on process learning. At the observation stage, colleagues make observations to collaborate skills student Study And implementation of the RADEC learning model during learning activities. Observation done based on sheet observation Which has been arranged previously. Stage observation This aim For obtain information related to students' collaboration skills and usage learning model RADEC and also record change Which happens after worn action. Meanwhile, regarding students' collaboration skills in the learning process, the following are the results of students' collaboration skills in the learning process, namely:

### Table 1. Results Observation Indicator Collaboration Skills Learners cycle I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator Which observed</th>
<th>Meetings I</th>
<th>Meetings II</th>
<th>Flats - Flats</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Score</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>Score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responsibility</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compromise</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communications</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexibility</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the table of observation results for indicators of student collaboration skills above, the results of student collaboration skills in the learning process can be seen. From the table, it can be seen that there is an increase...
in students’ collaboration and collaboration skills for each indicator in the form of a percentage of collaboration at the first meeting of 35% and at the second meeting of 75%, responsibility is at the meeting. The first meeting is 40% and the second meeting is 55%, compromise at the first meeting 450% and the second meeting 70%, communication at the first meeting 60% and the second meeting 75% and the first meeting 50% and the second meetings 55%. Based on the results of this research, it can be said that there has been an increase in collaboration skills in students. This is similar to the results of research conducted by Yuliandi, et al [21] which said that the RADEC learning model can improve students’ critical thinking skills so that it makes it easier for students to carry out group discussions with peers.

**Cycle II**

During the implementation of this research, the researcher was directly involved in the study process. Planning action cycle II This started with discussing with the class teacher regarding research time. Cycle II was carried out in date 08 January And January 15 2024. As for activity The implementation stages carried out by researchers are: 1) Carrying out discussion with Teacher class about How to solve the problems faced and what is the right way to deal with these problems Which will be applied on cycle 1 with use RADEC learning model; 2) Create a Learning Implementation Plan that will be used in cycle II using the RADEC model; And 3) Implement learning tools have been arranged.

**Implementation stage**

This activity begins with the teacher saying greetings which are answered by students with enthusiasm, students are asked to check their neatness and class cleanliness so that they are ready to receive lessons well, after that the teacher invites students to pray together led by the class leader , then the teacher asked about the news and followed by conducting attendance to check student attendance by asking who was not present today and it turned out 4 people were not able to attend. Students are invited to sing songs from Sabang to Marauke. The teacher provides reinforcement about the importance of instilling a national spirit. Students prepare personal neatness, writing tools and be disciplined in learning. The teacher links the previous material with the material to be studied which is related to the students’ experiences. Next, the teacher conveys the theme and objectives of the learning day This is IPAS Chapter 5 Energy Transformation material and before starting the learning process so that students are more focused and enthusiastic, the teacher invites students To do an ice breaker, that is, clap open and close. Teacher First gives an example and then the students follow the instructions from the teacher.

Enter activity core, moreover previously the teacher asks students to read teaching material regarding energy transformations. In this activity, the syntax found in the RADEC learning model is Read . This was followed by a question and answer activity. When this question was asked there were only a few students who answered the question given by the teacher. Next the teacher shows picture about several objects in everyday life that are displayed with a projector. Furthermore while participants educate notice picture, the teacher asks several questions. This question and answer activity is one of the syntaxes in the RADEC learning model, namely Answer.

In this activity you can really see how the students’ communication skills are in the learning process, there are only a few students who have good communication skills.

The next learning activity is discussion, which is one of the syntaxes in the RADEC learning model, namely Discuss . Before the teacher distributes groups to students, the teacher asks students to prepare the necessary stationery. Next, teacher share participant educate becomes 7 groups in a heterogeneous way, moment Teacher share group participant educate looks Confused And anxious about being separated from his classmates. Once the group is divided, the teacher asks students to sit with their groups and the teacher distributes student worksheet as discussion material, educating participants looks curious about the contents of the student worksheet. Before the discussion process, the teacher provides related directions how to work on a student worksheet by involving students to read out the steps for working on a student worksheet, while explaining, there are students who ask questions how and where write name group and part big other didn’t ‘t paid attention because he was busy with his own student worksheet, so the teacher gave warning for notice more over previously before work and students finally want to pay attention to the teacher and after students understand how to work on the student worksheet teacher welcome participant educate discuss with the group to resolve existing problems on student worksheet. Teacher accompanies participant educate in process discussion for help if they experience difficulties, most students will ask the teacher about the contents of the student worksheet is not understandable. Most of the appear so serious discuss to resolve problems and a small number of them also seemed to be discussed, although occasionally interspersed with jokes and they even looked while standing moment do student worksheet the. Participants educate do student worksheet with help text reading regarding energy transformation and also through experiences in everyday life. In this group learning process, the teacher can see how the communication skills and collaboration skills of the students are.

After all groups have finished working on the student worksheet, the teacher asks each group to group for proceed convey results of the discussion Which started from the group that completes the discussion task first. During appearance results discussion, each group listening group Which proceeds while matching answer group with their answers. Each group finishes displaying the results. In the discussion, the teacher invites students to give appreciation in the form of applause and also give praise. This activity shows the RADEC syntax that is explained.

After all groups proceed displaying the results of the discussion, Teacher gives students the opportunity to ask questions that are not yet understood regarding the problem which has been completed. It turns out there are students who don’t understand the problem, namely energy transformation, namely the change from one energy to two or more energies, so the teacher also provides an explanation and discusses it together. and it turned out that several students were able to answer and give examples of one energy that can change into two energies, such as
television, cellphones and so on. During this activity several were seen Students who don't pay attention actually played with the paper made into a toy and fun to chat with friends.

On activity closing, Teacher together participant educate do reflect regarding what has been learned and summarizing the results of the discussion This has been done, which is one of the points in the RADEC model, namely Create . The teacher reviews the lesson by asking questions. Conclusion Which final is regarding the impact of not saving energy. During this activity, if there is a group that is not paying attention then the teacher will rebook him and ask them to answer question which was delivered previously. Furthermore, Teacher give participant students the opportunity to express opinions regarding today's learning and from the questions given by the teacher only a few students were dominant in answering them and there were still students who were still passive. This activity is a RADEC syntax that is Create. Next Teacher close learning by saying regards and accept love Then welcome students to rest.

Students' collaboration skills in the learning process, the following are the results of students' collaboration skills in the learning process, namely:

| Table 2. Results Observation Indicator Collaboration Skills Learners cycle II |
|---------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Indicator Which observed        | Meetings I      | Meetings II     | Flats - Flats   |
| Cooperation                     | Score | %   | Score | %   | Score | %   |
| Responsibility                  | 12    | 35  | 15    | 75  | 22    | 55  |
| Compromise                      | 10    | 40  | 11    | 55  | 19    | 47.5|
| Communications                  | 14    | 40  | 14    | 70  | 22    | 55  |
| Flexibility                     | 14    | 60  | 15    | 75  | 27    | 67.5|

Based on the table of observation results for indicators of student collaboration skills above, the results of student collaboration skills in the learning process can be seen. From the table, it can be seen that there is an increase in students' collaboration and collaboration skills for each indicator in the form of a percentage of collaboration at the first meeting of 35% and at the second meeting of 75%, responsibility is at the meeting. The first meeting is 40% and the second meeting is 55%, compromise at the first meeting 40% And the second meeting 70%, communication at the first meeting 60% and the second meeting 75% and at the first meeting 50% and the second meeting 55%. Thus, the data shows that the difference in the increase in students' collaboration skills, which is marked by an increase in the percentage of collaboration skills in cycle I and cycle II, is due to the actions taken by the teacher in the RADEC learning model. In the first cycle the teacher divides groups of 6-8 students into one group, while in the second cycle the teacher divides groups of 4-5 students into one group, making it easier for students to learn, besides that, learning media also influences the success of improving collaboration skills where in cycle I the teacher only uses pictures and in cycle II the teacher uses learning videos so as to provide enthusiasm for students in learning.

Based on the table above, the RADEC model has a good impact in improving students' collaboration skills in the learning process which can be seen in the increase in each cycle. The research results also show that in the learning process it can be seen that from each cycle there is an increase in collaboration skills, where the discussion syntax contained in the RADEC learning model really has an influence on improving collaboration skills in the research being carried out. Collaboration skills are more dominated by male students than female students. This is reinforced by the opinion of Riak & Harnanto who say that collaboration skills in students can be created from the teacher's skills in providing variations in the learning process [21]. Variations in the learning process greatly influence the success of the learning process and the goals to be achieved [22].

Such as research conducted by Ilham S, Muhammad, Syarifuluddin, Kune [22] which stated that there was a significant influence between the RADEC learning model with the help of the Zoom application on the science critical thinking abilities of class VI students at SDN Kalukung 1 Makassar in the era of the Covid-19 pandemic which was shown based on Sig (2 tailed) result is 0.000. Apart from that, research conducted by Pratama, Sopandi, and Hidayah [23] can be concluded that the RADEC learning model can improve students' high-level thinking abilities in elementary schools as seen based on the average post-test score for the RADEC class of 70.08 compared to The average pretest score was 40.44, which means there was an increase of 29.54. This is also supported by research by Fuziani et al [24] based on research entitled "The influence of the RADEC learning model on elementary school students' higher order thinking skills". The results obtained were that during the implementation of the research there were significant changes in the test results carried out before and after implementing the RADEC learning model, so that this RADEC learning model was considered capable of being another solution for improving HOTS.

Based on this, providing variations in the learning process using the RADEC model and also integrating with technological developments has a great influence on the development of students, especially in collaboration skills.

**Conclusion**

Based on the results of data analysis of classroom action research has been implemented in science learning for students class IV B SD Negeri 34/I Teratai, so it can be concluded that using the RADEC model can increase collaboration skills participants educate in learning. Matter This can be seen from 5 indicators that have been implemented well in cycle II. On cycle I percentage success action Not yet experience enhancement Where meeting I success his actions is 42.85% while on meeting II is also as big 42.85%. On cycles II collaboration skills students
experienced an increase between meetings I and II of 13.34%, meeting I, the percentage of success of the action was 66.66% while at meeting II was 80% in the good category. With these gains in cycle II has reached the level of research success which is expected.
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